Manipulation of Chain Entanglement and Crystal Networks of Biodegradable Poly(butylene adipate-co-butylene terephthalate) During Film Blowing through the Addition of a Chain Extender: An In Situ Synchrotron Radiation X-ray Scattering Study.
One prerequisite for the large-scale application of biodegradable polymers is the manipulation of macroscopic performances of commercially available biopolymers during processing according to different real service requirements. Herein, the microstructural evolution of poly(butylene adipate-co-butylene terephthalate) (PBAT) modified by chain extender during film blowing was investigated by in situ synchrotron radiation X-ray scattering to unveil the origin of different performances. The chain dynamics difference induced by the chain extender was first characterized by the rheological measurement and 1H Multiple Quantum (MQ) NMR. It shows that the terminal relaxation is significantly slowed down, while the locally segmental dynamics is not apparently changed. With the assistance of the custom-built film blowing apparatus, the microstructure right above the die exit (D = 13-165 mm) was in situ, simultaneously captured by small- and wide-angle scattering (SAXS/WAXS), where four distinct regimes can be defined. Only the PBAT melt signals are found in regime I, whereas the formation of the mesomorphic domains as shown by the SAXS streaks appearing in regime II. The crystal shows up in regime III, where the WAXS signal appears. A dramatic increment of the crystallinity is found in regime III, which contributes to the continuous increasing bubble modulus with the formation of the crystal-based network. Such a crystal-based network is filled with crystals in regime IV, where the diameter of the PBAT bubble remains constant. The addition of the chain extender is found to significantly influence the structural evolution within different regimes. These dynamics and structure information could supply general guidance for bubble stability improvement and modification of macroscopic performances of biodegradable polymer products.